“Massage of the Achilles
tendon reduces fluid
accumulation, alleviates
pressure pain, improves
supply to the cells, and helps
rapidly reduce irritation.”

A world first: Achillomed FM 200
The innovative Achillomed FM 200 massager from
Beurer provides targeted massage of the strained
or inflamed tendon. Improving circulation, soothing,
and reducing aches and pains:
The Achillomed FM 200 does it all!

Prof. Dr. Thomas Kurscheid

NEW! Help

for strained
or inflamed
Achilles tendons

Achillomed FM 200
adjustable

2 speed
levels

rotation
left/right

hygienic

3-year
warranty

Footrest with height and width adjustment
for comfortable use
2 speed settings
2 directions of rotation
Removable massage heads for easy
and hygienic cleaning
3-year warranty

Alleviate problems
with your Achilles
tendon

Beurer presents
A world first in
physio

PhysioLine

FM 250
EMS circulation stimulator

MG 850
Fascial ReleaZer

FM 150
Leg compression massager
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Achillomed FM 200
Relieving and soothing
massage

“Anyone who runs is at risk:
More than 50,000 recreational
athletes face Achilles tendon
problems every year. Now they
can breathe a sigh of relief!”

One in 5 runners
has Achilles
tendon problems

intense
sport

Targeted use of pleasantly
rotating massage heads to
alleviate symptoms related
to the Achilles tendon
The footrest can be easily
adjusted to you and the
area in which you are
experiencing symptoms
	You will quickly identify the
right massage intensity
for you, and can choose
precisely the right speed
and direction of rotation.

stylish
footwear

Removable and washable
massage heads

2 massage speeds and
2 directions of rotation

6 rotating massage
heads, removable for
improved hygiene

With height and width
adjustment

“Sports, debilitating footwear,
diabetes and arthritis:
overloading the Achilles
tendon or loading it incorrectly
can affect anyone – and the
associated inflammation is
painful and dangerous.”

